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Progress in Organic Coatings

13 August 2019

Dear Editor,

On behalf of all authors, I would like to say many thanks to you for giving us the 

opportunity to revise our manuscript. We highly appreciate you and the reviewers for 

the positive and constructive remarks dedicated to our paper entitled “A contrastive 

investigation on anticorrosive performance of laser-induced super-hydrophobic 

and oil-infused slippery coatings”.

In order to cooperate the reviewers’ comments, the Introduction Section has been 

significantly improved based on the reviewer’s suggestions. Then, two reference 

samples (laser-processing surface and pristine surface with silicon oil) have been also 

investigated in terms of the wetting property and anticorrosive performance. In addition, 

the surface chemical components of the super-hydrophobic surfaces were detected after 

they were immersed into NaCl solution for 0h, 12h, 24h, 48h, and 72h. The results 

indicate that the fluorine content experienced a continuous decrease with the increase 

of immersion time. The failure mechanism of super-hydrophobicity as well as corrosion 

resistance was detailly discussed based on the modifications of surface structure and 

surface chemical components. Finally, the figures, tables and languages of the whole 

text have been carefully checked and modified to satisfy the requirements of Progress 

in Organic Coatings.

Attached please find our revised format of manuscript, which we would like to submit 

for your further consideration. Thanks very much.

Yours sincerely,

Yanling Tian

School of Engineering

University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK

Email: meytian@tju.edu.cn , Y.Tian.1@warwick.ac.uk
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Detailed Response to Comments

Reviewer 1:

This paper proposes a new anti-corrosion process, which involves laser ablation to 

create a microstructure surface and fluoroalkylsilane treatment of the surface before a 

silicon coating is applied. Extensive experiments were conducted for characterisation 

of the surface. The process is unique and has engineering value. The anti-corrosion 

surface can last longer than other typical coatings. It is recommended that the paper 

should be improved in its presentation before it can be published.

[Authors’ Response]: The authors would like to thank the reviewer’s time and efforts 

on our manuscript. We are delighted that the reviewer confirmed the engineering value 

of our research. The manuscript has been carefully checked and revised point by point 

according to the reviewer’s comments.

1. For example, the first sentence of the paper states “Corrosion is costly, more than 

US$ 4 trillion annually in the world [1]” is not correct in structure and should be 

changed to “Corrosion costs more than US$ 4 trillion annually in the world [1].”

[Authors’ Response]: Thanks for your comment. Based on the above advice, the first 

sentence of this manuscript has been revised. (See Line 33 on Page 2).

2. In the first sentence of the second paragraph of the paper, the word “literatures” 

should be changed to “literature”.

[Authors’ Response]: We appreciate the reviewer’s attention to detail, and we have 

corrected the word “literatures” to “literature” as suggested. (See Line 54 on Page 2).

3. The list goes on. The authors should smooth up the presentation of the paper before 



submitting it again.

[Authors’ Response]: Thanks for this comment. The whole text in this manuscript has 

been carefully checked and modified to avoid any grammatical mistake. The 

presentation of this paper has been polished to make it easily understood. (See the 

changes highlighted by yellow color in the revised manuscript).

-------------------------------------------------------

Reviewer 2:

1. This paper reports on the comparison of anticorrosive performance of the super-

hydrophobic surface and oil-infused slippery surface. The surface micro/nano structure 

was produced with nanosecond laser, the super-hydrophobic property is obtained with 

fluoroalkylsilane modification, and the slippery surface is obtained with lubricating 

silicon oil. The result in the paper shows the oil-infused slippery surface has better 

anticorrosive performance. This work has certain contribution to the engineering 

application.

[Authors’ Response]: The authors highly appreciate your time and efforts to review 

our manuscript. We are delighted to receive reviewer’s positive evaluation of our work 

as well as insightful comments. We have tried our best to incorporate the reviewer’s 

suggestions and comments, and the detailed responses are provided as below.

Introduction:

1. Author says that “stainless steel has a wide range of applications in many areas, 

including water pipelines, storage tank, heat exchanger, handrail, building construction, 

and so forth”. While, the addition of fluoroalkylsilane modification and the lubricating 



silicon oil would affect the usage of the stainless steel. In this way, the application of 

the stainless steel would be limited. In addition, conventional method to prevent the 

stainless steel from corrosion also should be introduced, such as coating technology.

[Authors’ Response]: Thanks very much for these insightful comments. The authors 

strongly agree with the reviewer that the usage of stainless steel will be influenced by 

the modifications of fluoroalkylsilane and lubricating silicon oil. Therefore, in the 

revised manuscript, the applications of stainless steel with super-hydrophobic and 

slippery surface have been modified. It can be expected that based on the addition of 

fluoroalkylsilane modification and silicon oil coating, stainless steel can be more 

suitably utilized in sewage pipeline, marine vessel, underground and submarine cables, 

etc. (See Lines 36-38 on Page 2; Lines 124-127 on Page 5).

Furthermore, according to the reviewer’s advice, the conventional method to prevent 

stainless steel from corrosion has been introduced in Introduction Section, which is the 

usage of protective coatings, including organic coating, polymeric coating, graphite 

coating, Ni-P coating, and ceramic coating. Although these protective coatings can 

improve corrosive resistance of steel substrate to some extent, they have some 

drawbacks due to poor adhesion and the presence of pores or cracks during the 

fabrication process. Therefore, more alternative strategies should be exploited to further 

improve the anticorrosive performance of steel for long-term stability. The first 

paragraph of Introduction has been modified in order to satisfy the reviewer’s comment. 

The relevant papers have been cited and added in the Reference list accordingly. (See 

Lines 36-53 on Page 2).



2. In this paper, the super-hydrophobic surface is obtained via nanosecond laser 

irradiation and fluoroalkylsilane modification. Author should introduce the method to 

produce the super-hydrophobic surface, and the reason for choose of laser processing. 

In general, this two kinds of laser processing to produce super-hydrophobic surface. 

The first method is purely based on micro/nano structure, see “Pan A, Wang W, Mei 

X, et al. Rutile TiO2 Flocculent Ripples with High Antireflectivity and 

Superhydrophobicity on the Surface of Titanium under 10 ns Laser Irradiation without 

Focusing [J]. Langmuir, 2017, 33(38): 9530-9538.” Other method is based on laser 

processing and fluoroalkylsilane modification. See “Zheng B, Jiang G, Wang W, et al. 

Fabrication of superhydrophilic or superhydrophobic self-cleaning metal surfaces using 

picosecond laser pulses and chemical fluorination [J]. Radiation Effects and Defects in 

Solids, 2016, 171(5-6): 461-473.”

[Authors’ Response]: Thanks for your comments and recommended papers. The 

conventional methods to produce super-hydrophobic surfaces have been introduced, 

such as thermal embossing, chemical etching, chemical vapor deposition, sol-gel, 

electrodeposition, and hydrothermal reaction, etc. Due to tedious chemical preparation, 

multiple processing steps and expensive equipment, the above-mentioned methods will 

limit the fabrication efficiency. (See Lines 56-62 on Pages 2-3). On the contrary, laser 

processing is recently regarded as a convenient and green approach to produce super-

hydrophobic surfaces because it can create micro/nano structures with high processing 

accuracy and low thermal damage. In addition, through precise control of laser 

parameters, stable three dimensional (3D) hierarchical surface texture can be obtained 



without polluting environment. Therefore, we used laser processing to fabricate super-

hydrophobic and slippery surfaces in this current paper. (See Lines 62-67 on Page 3). 

Besides, as suggested by reviewer, two kinds of laser processing methods to produce 

super-hydrophobic surfaces have been added in the Introduction Section. The 

recommended papers have been added to Refs. 21-22. (See Lines 67-70 on Page 3).

[21] B.X. Zheng, G.D. Jiang, W.J. Wang, X.S. Mei, Fabrication of superhydrophilic or 

superhydrophobic self-cleaning metal surfaces using picosecond laser pulses and 

chemical fluorination, Radiat. Eff. Defects Solids 171 (2016) 461-473.

[22] A.F. Pan, W.J. Wang, X.S. Mei, K.D. Wang, X.B. Yang, Rutile TiO2 flocculent 

ripples with high antireflectivity and superhydrophobicity on the surface of 

titanium under 10 ns laser irradiation without focusing, Langmuir 33 (2017) 9530-

9538.

Result:

1. The pristine surface, laser-processing surface, super-hydrophobic surface, the pure 

slippery surface with silicon oil, and the super-hydrophobic surface with silicon oil, 

should be compared in the term of hydrophobicity and anticorrosive performance. It is 

known that the saline water can clean the fluoride on the surface. Therefore, it should 

be depicted the fluoride content change with the time, as the hydrophobicity changes 

with the time. In addition, the anticorrosive performance change mechanism is should 

be discussed in detail. Then, the role of the surface structure, the chemical content on 

the anticorrosive performance should be discussed.

[Authors’ Response]: We thank the reviewer for these valuable comments. In our 

original format of manuscript, the hydrophobicity and anticorrosive performance of the 



pristine 316L stainless steel, as-prepared super-hydrophobic and slippery samples had 

been investigated. In this revised format of manuscript, in order to satisfy the reviewer’s 

concerns, the laser-processing surface and pure slippery surface with silicon oil (i.e., 

pristine 316L substrate with silicon oil coating) were further explored and compared in 

terms of hydrophobicity and corrosion resistance. (See Lines 164-166 on Page 6; Lines 

281-284 on Page 11).

In terms of the hydrophobicity, the WCA values of the laser-processing surface and 

the pristine surface with silicon oil have been measured and depicted in Fig. S1, as 

shown in the Supporting Information. The reasons of WCA changes were also 

explained, which was added in Section 3.2. of the revised manuscript. (See Lines 268-

275 on Page 11; Fig. S1 in Supporting Information).

Figure S1. WCA values of (a) initial laser-processing surface, (b) pristine 316L substrate with 
silicon oil coating.

In terms of the anticorrosive performance, the PDP curves of the laser-processing 

surface and pristine surface with silicon oil were measured in the 3.5 wt.% NaCl 

solution. Fig. 4 and Table 1 have been modified accordingly. In addition, the EIS plots 

of the laser-processing surface and the pristine surface with silicon oil were also 

examined, and the results have been added in Fig. S2 and Table S1. The corresponding 

analyses and comparisons have been added in Section 3.3.1. of the revised manuscript. 



(See Lines 309-324, 330-336 on Page 13; Lines 351-360 on Page 14; Lines 381-382 on 

Page 15; Fig. 4 and Table 1 on Page 12; Fig. S2 and Table S1 in Supporting 

Information).

Figure 4. PDP curves for the studied samples.

Figure S2. (a) Nyquist plots and (b) Bode Plots of the initial laser-processing surface and 
pristine 316L substrate with silicon oil coating. The fit result was received based on the 

equivalent circuit displayed in Fig. 5b.

In terms of the fluoride content on the as-prepared super-hydrophobic surface, the 

authors strongly agree with the reviewer that saline water can clean the fluoride 

component during the immersion period, resulting in the modification of 

hydrophobicity. Therefore, it is better to detect the changes of fluoride content under 

different immersion time into corrosive solution. In the revised manuscript, the fluoride 

contents of the super-hydrophobic samples under 0, 12, 24, 48, 72 hours immersion 

time were detected by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and the results were 



displayed in Fig. 7. The analyses and comparisons have been added in Section 3.3.2. of 

the revised manuscript. (See Lines 421-428 on Page 17; Fig. 7 on Page 18).

Figure 7. EDS spectra of the as-prepared super-hydrophobic surfaces after immersion into 

NaCl solution for (a) 0 h, (b) 12 h, (c) 24 h, (d) 48 h, (e) 72 h; (f) the changes of 

fluorine content with immersion time.

In terms of the change mechanism of corrosion resistance performance, both the 

surface structures and surface chemical components play important role in anticorrosive 

performance when the as-prepared super-hydrophobic surfaces were immersed into 

corrosive solution. Based on the generation of surface cracks and decrease of fluorine 



content, the change mechanism of anticorrosive performance has been analyzed and 

discussed in detail. (See Lines 421-438 on Page 17).

2. As shown in the figure 1, are the SEM images before cleaning or after cleaning? In 

general, for nanosecond laser processing, the surface deposition as shown in inset “c” 

may be removed after cleaning. In this regard, the deposition would not take a role in 

the anticorrosive performance.

[Authors’ Response]: Thanks for your question. Some of fabrication procedures were 

ambiguous, and we have modified the text to be more clear. (See Lines 151-154 on 

Page 6). In fact, after laser ablation process, the processed sample was firstly flushed 

by distilled water and then blown by the compressed nitrogen gas. Therefore, the SEM 

images in Fig. 1 were obtained after cleaning.

The authors indeed saw some debris and ash residues were produced during the laser 

treatment. We agree with the reviewer that these kinds of surface deposition cannot 

make a difference in the surface wettability and anticorrosive performance. Therefore, 

the laser-ablated samples should be cleaned before fluoroalkyl-silane modification. 

However, Fig. 1c is a magnified SEM image of the laser-induced particles. The 

formation mechanism has been analyzed in the first paragraph in Section 3.1. (See Lines 

198-203 on Page 8). Due to the laser ablation, the interfacial materials will be removed 

and ejected in the form of molten particles with micro/nano-scaled size. Then some 

molten particles will fall back and re-solidified onto the sample surface with a high 

adhesive force. The similar surface morphology of nanosecond laser-induced 316L 

stainless steel can be observed in previous literature [1]. Long et al. proved that even 



after ultrasonically cleaned by ethanol and then dried by compressed air, the produced 

particles on the laser-induced samples cannot be removed [2].

Thanks for this valuable comment, and the authors have stressed that the entrapped air 

among the laser-induced rough structures with pits array play an important role in 

anticorrosive performance for the as-prepared super-hydrophobic surface. Besides, for 

the as-prepared slippery surface, the best anticorrosion performance is due to the laser-

induced pits array anchoring the insulating silicon oil coating. (See Section 3.3.).

[1] P. Gregorčič, B. Šetina‑Batič, M. Hočevar, Controlling the stainless steel surface 

wettability by nanosecond direct laser texturing at high fluences, Appl. Phys. A 

(2017) 123-766.

[2] J. Long, M. Zhong, H. Zhang, P. Fan, Superhydrophilicity to superhydrophobicity 

transition of picosecond laser microstructured aluminum in ambient air, J. Colloid 

Interf. Sci. 441 (2015) 1-9.

The authors greatly appreciate editor’s and reviewer’s time and efforts dedicated 

to our paper. This paper will be of great interest to readers who concentrate on laser-

induced wettability transition mechanism. We hope that in light of our responses to the 

comments, our revised manuscript can be acceptable for publication in Progress in 

Organic Coatings.

Yours sincerely,

Yanling Tian

School of Engineering

University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK



Email: meytian@tju.edu.cn, Y.Tian.1@warwick.ac.uk



Highlights:

1. A super-hydrophobic surface was fabricated by hybrid technique of laser ablation 

and fluoroalkylsilane modification.

2. The super-hydrophobic coating can anchor lubricating oil to obtain slippery coating.

3. Saline water can clean fluoride components upon the super-hydrophobic surface.

4. The slippery coating presented superior anticorrosion performance to super-

hydrophobic coating.
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1 A contrastive investigation on anticorrosive performance of laser-

2 induced super-hydrophobic and oil-infused slippery coatings

3 Zhen Yang, Xianping Liu, Yanling Tian*

4 School of Engineering, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK

5 *Corresponding author e-mail address: meytian@tju.edu.cn, Y.Tian.1@warwick.ac.uk

6 Abstract

7 Nature inspired super-hydrophobic surface has aroused extensive attention on 

8 corrosion prevention. More works have investigated the instant corrosion resistance of 

9 fresh super-hydrophobic surface, but less research focused on its stability when 

10 immersed into corrosive solution for long time. Recently, another bio-mimic surface 

11 with slippery coating also presented great corrosion inhibition due to its excellent 

12 insulation between the corrosive medium and base material. However, which coating 

13 is suitable for long-term immersion into corrosive environments still remains to 

14 investigate. Herein, we firstly fabricated a super-hydrophobic coating on 316L stainless 

15 steel by nanosecond laser ablation combining fluoroalkylsilane modification. Then a 

16 slippery coating was obtained by further infusing silicon oil into the as-prepared super-

17 hydrophobic substrate. The PDP and EIS measurements indicate that both fresh super-

18 hydrophobic and slippery surface were observed to improve the corrosion inhibition for 

19 the base substrate, and the performance of slippery surface was superior to that of super-

20 hydrophobic surface. Immersion experiments infer that the air cushion of the super-

21 hydrophobic surface was easily destroyed, resulting in a rapid failure of super-

22 hydrophobicity and instability of corrosion resistance. In contrast, after immersed into 

23 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution, the wetting property of oil-impregnated slippery surface almost 

24 remained the same. In addition, the electrochemical measurements reveal that the 

25 slippery coating presented exceptional anticorrosion behavior after long-term 

26 immersion into corrosive liquid. Therefore, the authors believe this study is expected 

27 to promote the development of anticorrosive coating for the steel materials. This work 

28 is of great importance for employing laser ablation to fabricate slippery surface, which 

29 is convenient and effective for metallic corrosion prevention in industrial fields.

mailto:meytian@tju.edu.cn
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30 Keywords: Laser ablation; Super-hydrophobic; Oil-infused slippery; Corrosion 

31 prevention; Stability

32 1. Introduction

33 Corrosion costs more than US$ 4 trillion annually in the world [1]. The 

34 degradation of metals by chemical and electrochemical reactions is ubiquitous, 

35 causing detrimental consequences of global economic losses, ecological system and 

36 potential safety issues [2]. As one of the most common materials in our daily life, 

37 stainless steel has a wide range of applications including three dominant areas: 

38 construction, manufacturing and automotive sectors. It is reported that stainless steel 

39 is susceptible to pitting corrosion in humid and salty conditions as well as harsh 

40 chemical environments, particularly in the corrosive solutions containing halide ions 

41 [3-4]. Thus, the corrosion resistance and stability of stainless steel become the critical 

42 concerns in engineering applications. One of the conventional methods to prevent 

43 corrosion is the usage of protective coatings, such as organic coating [5], polymeric 

44 coating [6], graphite coating [7], Ni-P coating [8], and ceramic coating [9]. However, 

45 the first three mentioned coatings could not maintain long-term stability when exposed 

46 to salty corrosive liquids, due to the poor adhesion to steel surface. Although the Ni-P 

47 coating and ceramic coating can enhance corrosion resistance of steel substrate to 

48 some extent, it is far from the goal due to the presence of surface pores or surface 

49 cracks formed during the fabrication process. Though the surface pores and cracks, 

50 the corrosive media would directly contact the pristine steel substrate, resulting in 

51 localized corrosion at coating/substrate interface. Therefore, more alternative 

52 strategies should be exploited to mitigate the corrosion reactions, and further improve 

53 the anticorrosive performance of steel for long-term stability.

54 Recently, inspired by nature, previous literature reported that the application of 

55 super-hydrophobic coating can be regarded as an effective route for corrosion 

56 prevention due to its splendid low-affinity to water [10-13]. At present, various 

57 techniques have been used to successfully fabricate super-hydrophobic coatings, such 

58 as thermal embossing [14], chemical etching [15], chemical vapor deposition [16], 

59 electrodeposition [17], sol-gel [18], and hydrothermal reaction [19], etc. However, 
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60 above methods generally involve tedious chemical preparation, multiple processing 

61 steps and expensive equipment, which will limit the fabrication efficiency for super-

62 hydrophobic products [20]. On the contrary, laser surface texturing is recently 

63 regarded as a convenient and green approach to produce super-hydrophobic surfaces 

64 because it can create micro/nano structures with high processing accuracy and low 

65 thermal damage [21]. In addition, through precise control of laser parameters, stable 

66 three dimensional (3D) hierarchical surface texture can be obtained without polluting 

67 environment. Previous research proved that two kinds of laser-processing can be used 

68 to produce super-hydrophobic surfaces. The first one is purely based on laser-induced 

69 rough micro/nano structures [22], and the other is based on laser processing and 

70 fluoroalkylsilane modification [23-24]. When these super-hydrophobic surfaces were 

71 immersed into corrosive solutions, the contact area at the solid/liquid interface will be 

72 remarkably minimized based on the entrapped air pockets, which serve as the soft 

73 barriers to prohibit corrosive species [25]. During the initial immersion period into 

74 simulated seawater, a great number of previous studies have demonstrated that the 

75 corrosion resistance could be firmly improved by applying super-hydrophobic coating 

76 as a barrier layer. However, the report is limited on long-term stability of super-

77 hydrophobic coating when immersed into corrosive solution. There is no doubt that 

78 the air cushion is metastable, and the thin air film may exhibit a decay due to water 

79 pressure and long-term immersion. The limited stability of air layer will result in the 

80 deterioration of surface anticorrosive performance, explaining the rarity of submersed 

81 super-hydrophobic surface for commercial applications [26].

82 Motivated by nature again via mimicking Nepenthes pitcher plant, slippery surface 

83 is considered as an admirable paradigm of protective coating by infusing intermediary 

84 phase (also called lubricating oil) as liquid cushion to replace the unstable air layer [27]. 

85 Different from super-hydrophobic surface, the slippery surface employs rough 

86 micro/nano structures to store the lubricating silicon oil rather than the air pockets. The 

87 infused oil can be strongly anchored in the micro/nano structures with the assistance of 

88 capillary effect and Van der Waals force [28-30]. Three criteria should be considered 

89 to successfully fabricate the slippery surfaces: (1) the substrate must have space and 
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90 vacancy to host the lubricating liquids; (2) it should be immiscible between the 

91 lubricating and the external liquids; (3) the substrate should be firstly wetted by 

92 lubricating liquids instead of the liquids to be repelled [31]. The as-prepared slippery 

93 surface is proved to present excellent water-repealing property due to its low affinity to 

94 water phase. Therefore, slippery coating is also a prominent alternative for metallic 

95 protection because of its exceptional lubricating barrier to inhibit the corrosive media 

96 contacting the base substrate [32-33]. In addition, it is intriguing that the as-prepared 

97 slippery coating has self-healing character in the light of inherent mobility of 

98 lubricating oil film, which endows the slippery system with distinguished corrosion 

99 resistance. Compared with super-hydrophobic surface, the damaged spots on oil-

100 infused slippery surface could be spontaneously recovered in a short time, leading to 

101 the restriction of corrosion propagation. To the best of author’s knowledge, the 

102 fabrication of super-hydrophobic surface has lasted more than one decade, but in 

103 contrast, little research has been focused on the stability of its anticorrosive 

104 performance. On the other hand, the investigation on corrosion inhibition of slippery 

105 surface is greatly less. Thus, more attention should be paid on the fabrication of slippery 

106 surface in order to find alternative strategy for corrosion mitigation.

107 This work firstly fabricated a super-hydrophobic coating upon stainless steel by 

108 hybrid processes of nanosecond laser ablation and fluoroalkylsilane modification. A 

109 slippery coating was obtained through a consecutive operation involving infusion of 

110 lubricating silicon oil. As a versatile platform, the super-hydrophobic surface not only 

111 presented good corrosion resistance, but also served as an anchoring site for lubricating 

112 oil. In terms of anticorrosive performance, a comparison between the newly fabricated 

113 super-hydrophobic surface and slippery surface was carried out utilizing 

114 potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

115 measurements to explore which kind of coating is the better option for corrosion 

116 prevention. Then they were immersed into 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for different time. 

117 The wettability evolution implies that the super-hydrophobic coating was not stable, 

118 and its anticorrosive performance would considerably decline due to the deterioration 

119 of air cushion and penetration of corrosive ions (Cl-) into the pristine substrate. On the 
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120 contrary, the slippery surface can maintain excellent stability after immersed into 

121 corrosive solution for 72 hours. The following PDP and EIS experiments indicate that 

122 the corrosion behavior of slippery surface did not change much. Therefore, the 

123 corrosion resistance of the oil-infused slippery surface was superior to that of the super-

124 hydrophobic surface in harsh conditions. It can be expected that based on the addition 

125 of fluoroalkylsilane modification and silicon oil coating, stainless steels can be more 

126 suitably utilized in sewage pipeline, marine vessel, underground and submarine cables, 

127 etc.

128 2. Experimental

129 2.1.  Materials and chemicals

130 316L stainless steel with dimension of 30 × 10 mm2 and thickness of 1mm was 

131 investigated in this work. The samples were mechanically polished, then ultrasonically 

132 washed in sequence with acetone, ethanol and distilled water each for 10 minutes to 

133 eliminate surface pollutants. The rinsed samples were dried by the compressed nitrogen 

134 gas. All the chemicals and reagents (AR) including sodium chloride, silicon oil, and 

135 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane (FAS) were purchased from Alfa Aesar 

136 Company, used as received without further purification. Distilled water was produced 

137 by a commercial water purification system and utilized in all experimental procedures.

138 2.2.  Nanosecond laser ablation

139 An Ytterbium nanosecond fiber laser (IPG Photonics, Germany) was employed to 

140 create the unique surface texture. This laser machine can emit 1064 nm-center-

141 wavelength pulses with a repetition rate of 20 kHz and a duration of 50 ns. The as-

142 prepared substrates were mounted on a fixed platform. The laser beams were focused 

143 upon the 316L steel substrates with a spot diameter of 50 μm. The laser power and laser 

144 scanning speed were 10 W and 500 mm/s, respectively. The substrates were ablated in 

145 two perpendicular directions by the moving laser beams via line-by-line scanning 

146 strategy with the shift of scanning lines at 60 μm, which resulted in the grid-patterned 

147 structures. More details of the laser ablation procedure can be found in our previous 

148 papers [34-37].

149 2.3.  Fabrication of super-hydrophobic surface and oil-infused slippery surface
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150 Posterior to the laser ablation, a hierarchical micro/nano structure was generated 

151 on 316L steel substrate. During the ablation process, it is observed that many ash 

152 residues were produced. Therefore, the laser-induced sample was firstly flushed by 

153 distilled water and then blown by compressed nitrogen gas in order to remove surface 

154 contaminants. Here, the initial laser-processing surface was obtained. Then they were 

155 immersed into the uniform FAS/ethanol solution (containing 0.5 g FAS, 62.8 mL 

156 ethanol and 19.2 mL distilled water) for 2 hours to lower surface free energy. After 

157 flushed by distilled water and heated in oven at 110 ℃ for 1 hour, the super-

158 hydrophobic 316L steel surface was obtained.

159 Subsequently, excess 100 cSt silicon oil was dripped on the laser-induced super-

160 hydrophobic sample. The silicon oil can be infused into the laser-induced hierarchical 

161 structures and locked into the laser ablated pits and vacancies. Then, the oil-infused 

162 super-hydrophobic surface was vertically placed for one night to get rid of the excess 

163 oil. Eventually, the slippery coating was achieved upon the super-hydrophobic surface 

164 due to the storage of the lubricating oil film. For reference, a pure 316L stainless steel 

165 substrate was also treated with silicon oil and then processed with the same method as 

166 slippery surface, called pristine surface with oil.

167 2.4.  Characterization

168 The surface topography of the nanosecond laser-induced 316L sample was 

169 observed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Quanta 250 FEG, FEI, America) 

170 which is equipped with energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS, X-Max 80, Oxford 

171 Instruments). Water contact angle (WCA) and sliding angle (SA) were measured with 

172 an 8 μL distilled water droplet at the cleanroom condition using a contact angle 

173 goniometer (VCA optima, AST Products, America). Five different spots on each 

174 surface were measured to determine the average WCA and SA. The surface chemical 

175 compositions of the pristine and super-hydrophobic surface were analyzed by X-ray 

176 photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Escalab 250Xi, Thermo Fisher Scientific, America). 

177 CasaXPS software was utilized to interpret the XPS data.

178 The corrosion tests were performed at cleanroom temperature by an 

179 electrochemical workstation (660D, CH Instruments, Inc., China), and 3.5 wt.% NaCl 
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180 aqueous solution as corrosive solution. A standard three-electrode cell configuration 

181 consisted of a saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE) and a platinum counter 

182 electrode. Pristine 316L steel substrate, initial laser-processing surface, pristine surface 

183 with silicon oil, super-hydrophobic surface and slippery surface were in turn served as 

184 the working electrode with 1 cm2 exposed area in the corrosive solution. In order to 

185 make the system stabilize, the samples were soaked into the corrosive medium for 30 

186 minutes before the electrochemical measurements. The scanning rate was set at 10 

187 mV/s for the PDP tests. The EIS experiments were performed within the frequency 

188 scope from 100000 to 0.01 Hz, and a sinusoidal signal amplitude of 10 mV.

189 3. Results and discussion

190 3.1.  Surface morphology and chemical compositions

191

192 Figure 1. (a-c) SEM images of the laser-induced 316L steel surface with various scale bar and 

193 (d) the SEM image of the slippery surface.

194 Figs. 1a-c show the SEM images with different magnifications for the laser-

195 induced super-hydrophobic surface. It can be seen from Fig. 1a that the laser-induced 

196 surface presented a hierarchical structure with micro-scaled pits array. The detailed 

197 image of Fig. 1b reveals that an abundance of particles was scattered on the as-prepared 
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198 surface. This is because during the laser ablation process, the interfacial materials will 

199 be removed and ejected over the sample. The sputtered substance was in the form of 

200 molten particles with micro or nano size. Once these particles fell back and re-solidified 

201 onto the sample surface, the laser-induced surface was covered with the micro/nano-

202 scaled particles. As shown in Fig. 1c, the created particle was complex, and it was 

203 covered with nano-scaled fuzz. It can be concluded that the laser-induced surface 

204 consisted a robust hierarchical structure, which is an important element for the super-

205 hydrophobicity due to the formation of more space to trap air. It is noted from Fig. 1d 

206 that the surface structure for the slippery surface is different from the surface texture of 

207 the super-hydrophobic surface. SEM image indicates that the laser ablated pits can be 

208 served as the vacancies and host the lubricating silicon oil. Part of the gap was filled, 

209 forming a lubricating oil layer. However, the slippery surface also presented a 

210 hierarchical structure although the silicon oil was injected into the composite texture. 

211 Similar topography of the slippery surface can be found in the previous literature [38]. 

212 Therefore, the laser-induced hierarchical structures with pits array and particles can 

213 offer an air cushion to obtain super-hydrophobicity and anchor the silicon oil to achieve 

214 the slippery property.

215 Compared with the pristine 316L steel substrate, the modifications of surface 

216 chemistry regarding to the as-prepared super-hydrophobic sample were investigated by 

217 XPS technique. The corresponding wide scan spectra and high-resolution spectrum of 

218 C 1s are displayed in Fig. 2. It is obvious from Fig. 2b that two distinct elements of F 

219 and Si were observed on the super-hydrophobic surface, indicating that the FAS 

220 molecules were grafted on the laser-induced sample during the immersion period into 

221 the FAS/ethanol solution. In order to further validate this hypothesis, the C 1s spectrum 

222 was decomposed, and the curve-fitted spectrum consisted of seven peak components. 

223 The peak signals at the binding energy of 284.7 eV, 286.3 eV and 288.1 eV were due 

224 to the presence of C-C(H), C-O and O-C=O bond, respectively. The peaks centered at 

225 290.2 eV, 291.1 eV and 293.3 eV were attributed to the functional groups of CH2-CF2, 

226 -CF2 and -CF3, respectively. In addition, the C-Si bond was also detected locating at 

227 the 283.9 eV [39]. The detected fluoride functional groups were definitely originated 
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228 from the FAS molecules, resulting in the formation of super-hydrophobicity for the 

229 laser-induced surface due to the dramatic reduction of surface free energy [40]. 

230 Therefore, it can be summarized that the synergistic effects of laser-induced 

231 hierarchical structure and the presence of low free energy functional groups contributed 

232 to the as-prepared super-hydrophobic surface.

233

234 Figure 2. XPS wide scan spectra of (a) pristine 316L steel and (b) super-hydrophobic surface, 

235 (c) C 1s high-resolution spectra of the super-hydrophobic surface.

236 In order to fabricate slippery surface, silicon oil is an ideal candidate due to its 

237 eco-friendly and nonvolatile properties. Then, silicon oil was dripped on the fluoride-

238 modified super-hydrophobic surface with hierarchical structures. The lubricating oil 

239 will wet and fill into the laser-induced pits array due to the strong adhesion to the super-

240 hydrophobic surface under capillary effect and Van der Waals force [41-43]. To 

241 conclude, the slippery surface can be obtained after the laser-induced surface was firstly 

242 modified with silanization process, and then infused with lubricating silicon oil.

243 3.2. Surface wettability
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244
245 Figure 3. WCA and SA values for the pristine, super-hydrophobic and slippery surface.

246 The wetting properties of the pristine steel substrate, as-prepared super-

247 hydrophobic and oil-impregnated slippery surface were evaluated by the WCA and SA 

248 measurements. Fig. 3 shows that the pristine surface presented intrinsic hydrophilicity 

249 with a WCA value of 75 ± 3º. In terms of SA, even if the steel substrate was vertically 

250 placed or turned over, the water droplet was confirmed to stick upon the substrate. This 

251 phenomenon is ascribed to the high adhesion force between the water droplet and the 

252 substrate surface, and the droplet cannot freely leave the pristine steel material. 

253 Posterior to the hybrid laser ablation and FAS immersion process, the fabricated surface 

254 showed a super-hydrophobic character with a WCA value of 158 ± 2º. It can be seen 

255 from Movie S1 (Supporting Information) that the water droplet can easily roll off the 

256 super-hydrophobic surface, demonstrating a very small SA value of 2 ± 1º. The 

257 formation of super-hydrophobicity could be attributed to much more air pockets 

258 entrapped into the rough hierarchical structures and the surface energy reduction by the 

259 modification of fluoride components. The slippery surface was obtained by injecting 

260 the lubricating oil into the fluorosilane-modified rough structures, which maintained 

261 the hydrophobic behavior with the WCA of 106 ± 2º. Similar with the super-

262 hydrophobic surface, the slippery surface modified by silicon oil also showed excellent 

263 water repellent character. As shown in Movie S2 (Supporting Information), the water 

264 droplet can easily slide down the oil-infused slippery surface when the inclination angle 

265 of the sample was lowered to 5º. The formation of a lubricating layer can repel the water 
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266 droplets to slide downward. The silicon oil can be effectively retained in the laser-

267 induced pits array and vacancies, which was due to the capillary effect, Van der Walls 

268 force as well as the gravity effect [44]. In addition, the hydrophobicity of the initial 

269 laser-processing surface and the pristine 316L substrate with silicon oil coating were 

270 also evaluated for comparison. It is noted from Fig. S1 (Supporting Information) that 

271 the water droplet will quickly spread upon the initial laser-processing surface, 

272 presenting an extremely small WCA (almost 0°). For the flat substrate with silicon oil 

273 coating, its WCA value was measured at 91 ± 5º that was lower than the as-prepared 

274 slippery sample. The reason may lie in the absence of laser-induced micro/nano 

275 structures and the following silanization treatment.

276 3.3.  Anticorrosion performance

277 The 316L stainless steel are widely used in industries, and it is highly susceptible 

278 to corrosion. The preparation of a protective coating upon the steel surface may be one 

279 of the most effective strategies to prohibit corrosion reactions. A super-hydrophobic 

280 coating and an oil-impregnated slippery coating prepared on pristine steel surface were 

281 measured by PDP and EIS in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. For reference, the pristine 

282 substrate, initial laser-processing surface, and the pristine surface with silicon oil 

283 coating were also explored. Especially, the instant anticorrosion performance of the as-

284 prepared super-hydrophobic and slippery coatings was compared. Subsequently, the 

285 stability of the two kinds of coatings was evaluated under different immersion time into 

286 corrosive solution.

287 3.3.1. Corrosion resistance of the newly fabricated surfaces

288 PDP tests and EIS experiments were carried out on the newly fabricated super-

289 hydrophobic surface and slippery surface as well as the reference samples to evaluate 

290 the anticorrosion behavior, and the 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution was prepared to be the 

291 corrosive liquid. The received PDP curves of the investigated samples were depicted in 

292 Fig. 4. The extrapolation method of Tafel plots was used to interpret the corrosion 

293 parameters, and the fitting results are summarized in Table 1.
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294

295 Figure 4. PDP curves for the studied samples.

296 Table 1. Fitting results of the investigated samples derived from PDP curves.

Sample Ecorr 
(V)

Icorr 
(A/cm2)

βa 
(V/dec)

-βc
(V/dec)

Rp 
(kΩ cm2)

Pristine -0.443 4.56 × 10-6 0.332 0.239 13.23

Laser-processing -0.385 2.37 × 10-6 0.352 0.152 19.46

Pristine with oil -0.378 2.09 × 10-6 0.382 0.134 20.61

Super-hydrophobic -0.312 4.70 × 10-7 0.402 0.116 83.16

Slippery -0.356 1.61 × 10-8 0.446 0.107 2327.42

297 In general, better corrosion resistance behavior can be reflected by the lower 

298 corrosion current density (Icorr) and more positive corrosion potential (Ecorr) because the 

299 actual corrosion rate can be revealed by corrosion current density [43], and the 

300 polarization resistance (Rp) is inversely proportional to the corrosion current density 

301 and directly proportional to the corrosion potentials [45]. It is noted from Fig. 4 that 

302 compared with the pristine substrate, the Tafel plots of the fresh super-hydrophobic and 

303 slippery surface experienced the simultaneous downward and rightward shift, 

304 indicating a decreased corrosion current density (Icorr) and a positive shift of corrosion 

305 potential (Ecorr). Hence the pristine steel substrate could be protected by the super-

306 hydrophobic or slippery coating. As shown in Table 1, the fitting results clearly 

307 demonstrate that the slippery surface possessed the lowest corrosion current density Icorr 

308 (1.61 × 10-8 A/cm2), around 30-fold smaller than the super-hydrophobic surface (4.70 

309 × 10-7 A/cm2) and 300-fold smaller than the pristine substrate (4.56 × 10-6 A/cm2). The 

310 results infer that the slippery and super-hydrophobic coatings can lower the corrosion 
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311 current density and inhibit corrosion reactions, being it from the lubricating oil layer 

312 and the entrapped air pockets among the laser-induced micro/nano structures with pits 

313 array. In terms of the initial laser-processing surface and the pristine surface with silicon 

314 oil, they presented similar positive shifts of corrosion potential and decreased trends of 

315 corrosion current density compared with the pure stainless steel, showing an 

316 improvement of corrosion resistant behavior. Previous report proved that the oxidation 

317 layer (Fe2O3 and Gr2O3) formed during the laser ablation treatment could inhibit the 

318 corrosion reactions for the laser-processing surface [46]. Furthermore, as an insulating 

319 layer, the silicon oil coating on the pure 316L surface can also improve the corrosion 

320 resistance to certain degree. However, the fitting data in Table 1 obviously indicate that 

321 the anticorrosion performance of the as-prepared slippery and super-hydrophobic 

322 surfaces was greatly enhanced than the laser-processing surface and the pristine surface 

323 with silicon oil, and the slippery surface presented the best anticorrosive behavior 

324 among the five studied samples. In addition, the polarization resistance (Rp) of the 

325 investigated samples were determined by Stern-Geary formula as shown below:

326 (1)a c
p

corr a c2 303 ( )
R
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327 where the Tafel slops of the anodic and cathodic plots are denoted as βa and βc, 

328 respectively. The calculated Rp values displayed in Table 1 obey the following sequence: 

329 slippery surface (2327.42 kΩ cm2) > super-hydrophobic surface (83.16 kΩ cm2) > 

330 pristine surface with silicon oil (20.61 kΩ cm2) > laser-processing surface (19.46 kΩ 

331 cm2) > pristine substrate (13.23 kΩ cm2), revealing that the anticorrosive performance 

332 of the oil-infused slippery surface was superior to that of the super-hydrophobic surface, 

333 and the reference samples.

334 Among the five investigated samples, the as-prepared slippery surface showed the 

335 best anticorrosive property based on the presence of micro/nano structures and 

336 lubricating oil layer, which can be further confirmed by the powerful EIS technique. 

337 Figs. 5a and 5b depict the Nyquist plots of the pristine substrate, the fresh super-

338 hydrophobic and slippery sample measured in the corrosive NaCl solution. Previous 

339 works prove that the variation of charge transfer resistance during corrosion process 
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340 results in significant difference of the capacitance loop, and the surface coating will 

341 perform better corrosion resistance if its Nyquist plot presents a larger axial radius of 

342 semi-elliptical arc [47]. It is noted that compared to the pristine steel substrate, the fresh 

343 super-hydrophobic and slippery coatings had widespread capacitive loops, indicating 

344 that the corrosive ions (Cl-) in electrolyte were difficult to touch the bare substrate. 

345 Therefore, the fresh slippery surface presented the best corrosion resistance due to its 

346 largest capacitive loop, followed by the fresh super-hydrophobic surface. In addition, 

347 the Bode plot of impedance modulus vs frequency (as shown in Fig. 5c) was used to 

348 continue the exploration. In the low frequency, it is obvious that the fresh slippery 

349 surface had the highest value of impedance modulus |Z| (105.58 Ω cm2), greater than the 

350 fresh super-hydrophobic surface (104.76 Ω cm2) as well as the pristine substrate (103.19 

351 Ω cm2). As shown in Fig. S2 (Supporting Information), the pristine surface with silicon 

352 oil and laser-processing surface showed similar EIS plots. Although the Nyquist loop 

353 diameters of these two samples were larger than the pristine substrate, such diameters 

354 were greatly smaller than the as-prepared slippery surface and super-hydrophobic 

355 surface. Besides, the impedance modulus |Z| in the low frequency of pristine surface 

356 with oil and laser-processing surface were only 104.36 Ω cm2 and 104.27 Ω cm2, 

357 respectively. Therefore, the above results infer that the oil-infused slippery coating can 

358 retard the generation of corrosion products, further confirming that the fresh slippery 

359 surface exhibited the best corrosion resistance compared with the newly fabricated 

360 super-hydrophobic surface and other reference samples.

361 The corresponding equivalent circuit models were proposed to fit the EIS plots, as 

362 shown in the inserted diagrams of Figs. 5a and 5b, in which Rs denotes the solution 

363 resistance. In order to obtain the best-fit impedance plots, the constant phase element 

364 (CPE) is utilized to simulate the capacitance. The following mathematical equation is 

365 used to describe the impedance of CPE component [48]:

366 (2)-1
CPE =[Q (j ) ]Z w 

367 where Q represents proportionality factor (unit: 10-5Ω-1sncm-2), j denotes the imaginary 

368 unit, and angular frequency is depicted by w. The exponential coefficient α lies between 
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369 0 and 1 [49]. Rct||CPEdl components mean the charge transfer resistance and electrical 

370 double layer capacitance between the substrate and the coating. Rf||CPEf elements 

371 denote the resistance and capacitance due to the super-hydrophobic or slippery coating.

372

373 Figure 5. Nyquist plots of (a) the pristine substrate and (b) the fresh super-hydrophobic and 

374 slippery surface; the inserts are their corresponding equivalent circuit models; Bode plots of 

375 (c) |Z| vs frequency and (d) phase angle vs frequency for the three studied samples.

376 The simulated electrochemical corrosion parameters are summarized in Table S1 

377 (Supporting Information). The Rct value is generally used to reveal the corrosion 

378 resistant performance, and larger Rct value means the charge transfer reaction is more 

379 sluggish [50]. The fitted parameters show that the Rct value of the fresh slippery surface 

380 can reach up to 10300 kΩ cm2, compared with the fresh super-hydrophobic surface 

381 95.32 kΩ cm2, pristine surface with silicon oil 33.51 kΩ cm2, laser-processing surface 

382 23.56 kΩ cm2,  and the pristine 316L steel substrate 1.58 kΩ cm2. The results indicate 

383 that the slippery and super-hydrophobic surface can significantly retard the generation 

384 of corrosion products and thus improve the protective performance for the bare 

385 substrate. The reasons are that the lubricating silicon oil is immiscible to water, and it 

386 can be firmly anchored to the laser-induced hierarchical structures as an insulating layer. 
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387 Besides, the corrosion resistance of the super-hydrophobic surface can be attributed to 

388 the formation of air cushion that can repel the corrosive medium to reach the bare 

389 substrate. The fitted EIS parameters were in good agreement with the PDP results, 

390 clearly revealing that the corrosion inhibition efficiency of the oil-infused slippery 

391 surface is much better than that of the super-hydrophobic surface and the reference 

392 samples.

393 3.3.2. Corrosion resistance with immersion time

394
395 Figure 6. The evolution of WCA and SA for (a) super-hydrophobic surface and (b) slippery 

396 surface with the increasing immersion into 3.5 wt.% NaCl corrosive solution.

397 The stability of the protective coating immersed into corrosive environment is a 

398 critical indicator for the practical applications in corrosion inhibition of metals. In this 

399 work, the as-prepared super-hydrophobic and slippery surfaces were soaked in the 3.5 

400 wt.% NaCl solution for 12, 24, 48 and 72 hours to explore their corrosion resistant 

401 stability. Fig. 6 shows the evolution of WCA and SA for the super-hydrophobic and 

402 slippery surfaces under different immersion time, and the detailed values of contact 

403 angles are presented in Table S2 (Supporting Information). From Fig. 6a, it is easy to 

404 find that the WCA of as-prepared super-hydrophobic surface continuously decreased, 

405 while the SA increased with the increasing of immersion time. Within 12 hours 

406 immersion into NaCl solution, the immersed surface could maintain super-

407 hydrophobicity with WCA greater than 150º and SA less than 10º. When the immersion 

408 time was prolonged to 24 hours, it would loss its super-hydrophobicity, showing a 

409 hydrophobic property. After 72 hours immersion treatment in corrosive solution, the 

410 water droplet was strongly stuck on the immersed surface even if the sample was 

411 vertically positioned. It can be deduced that the air pockets entrapped in the rough 
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412 hierarchical structures was unstable and the corrosive liquid would gradually penetrate 

413 in the formed air cushion, leading to more surrounding corrosive liquids directly 

414 contacting the super-hydrophobic surface. Long-term exposure to the corrosive solution, 

415 the corrosion resistance of the super-hydrophobic surface will be weakened due to the 

416 presence of surface cracks [51]. Through cracks, the penetration of harmful ions could 

417 directly contact the bare substrate, leading to the formation of corrosion products. After 

418 long-term immersion, the protective coating will be damaged due to the localized 

419 corrosion attack. Therefore, the laser-induced super-hydrophobic surface with rough 

420 surface structure cannot present long-term stability of corrosion resistance.

421 Apart from the surface structure, the surface chemistry was also examined on the 

422 super-hydrophobic surfaces under different immersion time. Figs. 7a-e show the EDS 

423 spectra and weight percentage of main elements on the immersed steel substrates. It is 

424 interesting to find that the fluorine content experienced a continuous decrease with the 

425 increase of immersion time into corrosive NaCl solution, which can be clearly proved 

426 by Fig. 7f depicting the changes of fluorine content. The results indicate that the saline 

427 water containing harmful ions could clean the fluoride components, leading to the 

428 increase of surface free energy and the loss of super-hydrophobicity. Based on the 

429 above analyses, it can be concluded that both the surface structure and surface chemical 

430 components play important role in the change mechanism of anticorrosive performance 

431 when the super-hydrophobic surfaces were immersed into corrosive solution for long 

432 time. The unstable air cushion would be destroyed, and then the surrounding harmful 

433 ions could erode the laser-induced surface structure, resulting in the generation of 

434 surface cracks. Through cracks, the harmful ions could directly contact the base 

435 material, leading to the failure of corrosion resistance. From the perspective of surface 

436 chemical components, the saline water can remove the fluoride components. The 

437 reduction of fluorine content would result in the loss of super-hydrophobicity as well 

438 as anticorrosive performance.
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439

440 Figure 7. EDS spectra of the as-prepared super-hydrophobic surfaces after immersion into 

441 NaCl solution for (a) 0 h, (b) 12 h, (c) 24 h, (d) 48 h, (e) 72 h; (f) the changes of 

442 fluorine content with immersion time.

443 In contrast, the fabricated slippery surfaces were also immersed into 3.5 wt.% 

444 NaCl solution, and their WCA and SA values depicted in Fig. 6b show significant 

445 difference from the contact angle values of the super-hydrophobic surfaces. The contact 

446 angle measurements indicate that within 72 hours, the WCA values of the slippery 

447 surfaces almost remained the same at around 105º. Although the SA was observed a 

448 slight increase, the water droplet can still slide down the sample surface at around 12º, 

449 exhibiting excellent water repealing property. The contact angle evolution implies that 
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450 the lubricating oil layer on the slippery surface can be stably locked in the hierarchical 

451 structures due to the capillary effect and Van der Waals force, which can be served as 

452 a perfect insulator to corrosive liquid.

453

454 Figure 8. PDP curves of the as-prepared slippery surfaces with different immersion time into 

455 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution.

456 Table 2. Fitted corrosion parameters of the slippery surface immersed into NaCl solution for 

457 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours.

Sample Ecorr 
(V)

Icorr 
(A/cm2)

Slippery (0 hour) -0.356 1.61 × 10-8

After 12 hours -0.358 4.40 × 10-8

After 24 hours -0.361 5.10 × 10-8

After 48 hours -0.365 1.04 × 10-7

After 72 hours -0.371 1.35 × 10-7

458 Furthermore, the anticorrosive stability of the slippery sample with different 

459 immersion time was explored by electrochemical measurements. After immersed in 3.5 

460 wt.% NaCl solution for certain hours (0, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours), the corresponding 

461 PDP curves are depicted in Fig. 8. The fitted corrosion parameters are shown in Table 

462 2. The results reveal that with prolonged period of immersion, the corrosion potential 

463 (Ecorr) of the slippery surface did not change much posterior to 72 hours immersion and 

464 finally shifted to -0.371 V, showing a good corrosion resistant stability in corrosive 

465 liquid. The corrosion current density (Icorr) slightly increased, which may be attributed 

466 to the slight decrease of oil layer thickness. If the lubricating oil layer became thinner, 
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467 the corrosive media could penetrate in the interface of substrate/coating easier [52]. 

468 However, even when the slippery surface was immersed into corrosive NaCl solution 

469 for 72 hours, its corrosion current density was 1.35 × 10-7 A/cm2, still more than 3 times 

470 lower than the newly fabricated super-hydrophobic surface (4.56 × 10-6 A/cm2) and 

471 about 34 times smaller than the pristine steel substrate (4.70 × 10-7 A/cm2). Therefore, 

472 the slippery surface was proved to present a superior stability of anticorrosive 

473 performance.

474

475 Figure 9. (a) Nyquist plots and (b) Bode Plots of the slippery surfaces after immersion into 

476 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for various time.

477 EIS measurements were also carried out to quantify the corrosion resistant stability 

478 of the slippery surface in NaCl solution under different immersion time. It can be 

479 observed from Nyquist plots shown in Fig. 9a that all the curves appear to be similar in 

480 terms of their shape and size, inferring that the diameters of capacitive loops did not 

481 change much within 72 hours immersion. Then the Nyquist plots were fitted using the 

482 equivalent circuit model inserted in Fig. 5b, and the extracted parameters are displayed 

483 in Table S3 (Supporting Information). Even after 72 hours, the fitted charge transfer 

484 resistance (Rct) of immersed slippery surface was reduced to 7689 kΩ cm2, but still 

485 much greater than the fresh super-hydrophobic surface (95.32 kΩ cm2) and the pristine 

486 steel substrate (1.58 kΩ cm2). In addition, it is obviously noted from Fig. 9b that the 

487 immersed slippery surface retained a high impedance value in low frequency at 

488 approximately 105.5 Ω cm2 within 72 hours immersion into 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution, 

489 almost keeping one order of magnitude higher than the fresh super-hydrophobic surface 

490 and two order of magnitude greater than the pristine steel substrate. It is therefore 
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491 concluded that the oil-infused slippery surface could exhibit much more stable 

492 anticorrosive performance than the super-hydrophobic surface and other reference 

493 samples. The as-prepared slippery surface can offer effective protection for the base 

494 substrate due to the excellent insulation between the corrosive medium and the metal 

495 surface.

496 4. Conclusions

497 To conclude, a super-hydrophobic coating on stainless steel was fabricated by 

498 nanosecond laser ablation combining fluoroalkylsilane modification. Slippery coating 

499 was obtained by further infusion of lubricating oil into the as-prepared super-

500 hydrophobic substrate. The formation mechanism of the super-hydrophobicity was 

501 proposed. The electrochemical measurements demonstrate that both the super-

502 hydrophobic and slippery coating presented excellent corrosion protection for the base 

503 steel material. However, the super-hydrophobic surface would quickly lose its super-

504 hydrophobicity after immersed into 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for 24 hours, showing a 

505 relatively poor stability due to the destroy of unstable air layer. As a result, the contact 

506 area between the corrosive ions and the substrate will be enlarged, leading to the severe 

507 degradation of base material. In contrast, the slippery coating showed exceptional 

508 anticorrosive performance posterior to long-term immersion to corrosive solution. The 

509 results indicate that the oil-impregnated slippery coating exhibited superior corrosion 

510 prevention than the super-hydrophobic coating. Therefore, the authors believe this 

511 study is expected to promote the development of anticorrosive coating for stainless steel 

512 materials.
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Figure S1. WCA values of (a) initial laser-processing surface, (b) pristine 316L substrate with 
silicon oil coating.

Figure S2. (a) Nyquist plots and (b) Bode Plots of the initial laser-processing surface and 
pristine 316L substrate with silicon oil coating. The fit result was received based on the 

equivalent circuit displayed in Fig. 5b.

Table S1. The fitting parameters of the elements in the equivalent circuit models.

CPEdl CPEfSample
Rs

Ω cm2

Rct

kΩ cm2 Qdl αdl

Rf

kΩ cm2 Qf αf

Pristine 5.32 1.58 26.0 0.79 - - -
Laser-processing 6.34 23.56 34.3 0.85 6.51 48.8 0.80
Pristine with oil 7.68 33.51 85.3 0.81 6.65 27.8 0.86

Super-hydrophobic 6.33 95.32 7.41 0.80 7.98 1.49 0.76



Slippery 9.03 10300 0.31 0.32 2144 1.21 0.80

Table S2. The evolution of WCA and SA for the as-prepared super-hydrophobic and slippery 

surfaces with different immersion time in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution.

Super-hydrophobic Slippery
Sample

WCA SA WCA SA
Slippery (0 hour) 158 ± 2º 2 ± 1º 106 ± 2º 5 ± 2º

After 12 hours 151 ± 3º 7 ± 3º 105 ± 2º 7 ± 3º
After 24 hours 145 ± 6º 30 ± 6º 104 ± 2º 9 ± 3º
After 48 hours 125 ± 8º 65 ± 10º 103.5± 2.5º 10 ± 4º
After 72 hours 112 ± 10º 90º 103 ± 3º 12 ± 5º

Table S3. The fitting parameters extracted from Nyquist plots in Fig. 9a.

CPEdl CPEfSample
Rs

Ω cm2

Rct

kΩ cm2 Qdl αdl

Rf

kΩ cm2 Qf αf

Slippery (0 hour) 9.03 10300 0.31 0.32 2144 1.21 0.80
After 12 hours 13.98 11600 0.46 0.38 2610 1.35 0.76
After 24 hours 11.28 9210 0.29 0.31 1869 0.73 0.79
After 48 hours 7.85 8326 0.76 0.39 1356 1.70 0.80
After 72 hours 5.82 7689 0.63 0.42 1128 0.44 0.83


